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 Viewpoint estimation 
◼ It is a fundamental step to further precisely compute  the pose 

of target object, especially in the coarse-to-fine pose measure 
framework

◼ Estimating the viewpoint of target object is an important step to 
robot manipulation, such as grasping

 Examples
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 Data type
◼ 3D data, such as point cloud, Computer-Aided Model (CAD)

◼ 2D data, real or synthetic images

 Existing viewpoint estimation methods 
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 Problem statement 
◼ The complete expression of camera viewpoint,

e.g. Euler angle ZYX format: (𝜓, 𝜃, 𝜑)

◼ Reduced format using the spherical 

coordinate frame: (𝛼, 𝛽) 

𝛼: the azimuthal angle (longitude)

𝛽: the polar angle (latitude)

Hint: Here we reduce the one dimension by 

categorizing the views of rotating around 

the optical axis as a class. (𝛼, 𝛽)==(𝜓, 𝜃)

◼ Thus the viewpoint estimation problem has been 

transformed as viewpoint classification problem
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 Existing problems
◼ Traditional features are computationally heavy

◼ The CNN based methods rely on huge annotated data

 Inspirations
◼ Render CAD models to augment image datasets

◼ Use transfer learning to bridge the gap between real images and 
synthetic images

◼ Expect to estimate viewpoints of real object with the deep 
learning model which is only trained with automatically labeled 
CAD model images and unlabeled real counterpart images

◼ Expect the deep model trained with labeled CAD model images 
can also work in real environment (Future work)
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 Notations
◼ Discretized viewpoint space: 𝑉

◼ Viewpoint: 𝑣 (𝑣 ∈ 𝑉)

◼ Synthetic images with annotations, which are rendered from CAD 
models (Source Domain)

◼ Unlabeled real-world workpiece images (Target Domain)

◼ Training set
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 Deep transfer network (Basic version)

◼ Use ResNet-34 as feature extractor 

◼ Use multiple fully connected layers as classifier 
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 Loss function
◼ Employ the multi-kernel MMD to align the high-level feature 

distributions between source domain and target domain. MMD loss

◼ Geometric aware viewpoint classification loss

◼ Joint loss function
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Question: 

If the real workpiece’s viewpoint classification 

accuracy has reached 65%, how to get higher?



 Deep transfer networks with cold-to-hot training
◼ Feedback the pseudo labels of real workpiece

◼ Use these pseudo labels for input distribution control.

Namely let the input distribution of synthetic images to be same 
with that of real images
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 Concrete implementation
◼ With pseudo labels, the real image set can be reformulated as

◼ Randomly select                   real image samples from set

to form the input batch of real images   

◼ The difference of distributions of input batches between cold 
training stage and hot training stage is
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 Reasons behind input distribution control 

◼ The deep transfer network should also work when inputting two 
identical distribution batches      and      from source domain and 
target domain. because the expectancy of closer distance between                      
𝑓(𝐵𝑠) and 𝑓( ෨𝐵𝑡) is reasonable from the perspective of distance 
measure of MMD

◼ We believe that the deep model could learn more essential 
features and increase transfer ability if networks are fed with the 
data that are with higher correlation
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 Datasets
◼ 12,400 synthetic images and 840 real workpiece images

◼ For simplicity, the 7 frontal viewpoints (marked by red dots) in 
the upper hemisphere are chosen

◆ 4 different longitudes (0o, 90o, 180o, 270o)

◆ 3 different latitudes (0o, 45o, 90o)
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 Compared methods

◼ DDC (Tzeng et al., Computer Science 2014)

◼ DAN (Long et al., ICML 2015)

◼ JAN (Long et al., ICML 2017)
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 Results
◼ (+) means applying the cold-to-hot training strategy
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 Visualization
◼ Visualization of the learned high-level features distributions of 

compared methods (by using t-SNE for dimensionality reduction)   
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 We propose a deep transfer network integrated with 
transfer ability, geometric aware loss and cold-to-hot 
training strategy for workpiece viewpoint estimation

 From the large automatically labeled synthetic images 
rendered by CAD models, the network can learn transfer the 
knowledge for estimating the viewpoint of unlabeled real 
image

 From beginning to end, the training set of deep transfer 
network is without the labels of real images, which is 
promising to evade manual work of annotation
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Thank you!


